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Equity trades

On trade date (T), the trade blotters are assembled. These include details of all trading activity for the day, the sum value of trades and the average
price. The customer trade confirmations are automatically generated for all agency trades and sent to HSBC/copies to clients. The agency trades
for each client account are detailed on the trade blotter, the sum of which should equal the corresponding principal bulk trade. Copies of the trade
blotters for a selection of days were provided to KPMG. KPMG observed that for a selection of client agency trades, the total nominal amounts of
the agency trades were consistent with a corresponding principal bulk trade executed with an external market counterparty.
The aggregate amount of stock to be moved to/from the client segregated account is confirmed as segregated or released by the DTC (see above).
The trade details flow directly from the trade blotter to update the underlying client ledgers. An individual client ledger is maintained for each
client "fund" with an account number of the format "l-FR-XXXX-Y-0" ("X" represents client account number, whilst "Y" represents account
type e.g. 3-0 is the equity, cash and US Treasuries account; 4-0 is the options account). Madoff LLC has one omnibus account at the DTC - the
"0646" account which is used to settle all principal bulk trades. This omnibus account comprises the free position (used for settlement) and a
segregated client account (used for holding client assets).
On T+1, the principal bulk trades are reconciled to the daily feed of matched/cleared items from the DTC. The reconciliation involves a download
of the previous day's trading from the clearing system, SIAC (Securities Industry Automation Corporation- similar to CREST in the UK) which
is automatically performed between 3am and 4am daily. All trade details on the download are in a standard "flat CSV file" format. The operations
team format the trade details on the trade blotter to be consistent with the SIAC download which enables them to match the trade details. Any
discrepancies are noted on the daily "Break Sheet". Items are classified as break items when any details outside of a set value tolerance do not
agree (a value tolerance of $10.00 is set to account for rounding etc.) In the majority of cases, the differences are either due to rounding or
incorrect recording of commission amounts. In some cases, the external market counterparty inputs an incorrect price. Copies of the daily Break
Sheets were provided to KPMG for a selection of days.
The Purchase and Sales (P&S) department at Madoff LLC are responsible for resolving all breaks and document the actions taken on the daily
Break Sheets. The original Break Sheets are retained for one month before being discarded (although a Break Sheet for any given day can be rerun from the trading system). The Break Sheets show cumulative breaks that are unresolved, hence a break which has not yet been resolved will
appear on consecutive day's Break Sheets until cleared. Owing to how the client trades are priced (using an average of the order fill price),
Madoff give their clients contractual settlement and the errors or differences are either written off or recovered from the market counterparty.
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BLM noted that errors tend to be a rare occurrence owing to the way in which the automated trading system posts "bids" and "offers" to the
market.
On Settlement date (typically T+3 for equities, T+l for Treasury stock), the stock and relating cash is transferred between the market counterparty
and the Madoff LLC settlement account at the DTC (the free position) and the total of client stock purchases are moved to the segregated client
account. To ensure that each client ledger accurately reflects the post traded position, a daily stock reconciliation is performed between the
individual client ledgers (the daily stock record) and the segregated client account at DTC (using a STFS Participants Statement' as provided by
the DTC). These are typically retained for one quarter before being discarded. In addition, a monthly stock and cash reconciliation is performed in
accordance with regulations. The total of reconciliation differences from these processes should sum to zero on the basis that all external breaks
(from the daily SIAC process) have been resolved and hence the differences should only relate to the allocation of trades to individual clients
accounts. Copies of the STFS Participant Statements were provided to KPMG for a selection of days. KPMG observed that the total segregated
client assets per the STFS Participant Statements were consistent with the total clients holding per Madoffs records.
T-Bills and other trades

The trading process for T-Bills generally follows the same process as set out above except for the fact that the a single market counterparty is
used for the external trade - Bank of New York ("BNY"), who also acts as clearing house for the trades. As these trades are settled directly with
BNY, they do not appear on the daily SIAC download since they are not being settled through a depository such as the DTC. BLM asserted that
Madoff LLC do not charge any commission for the trades in T-Bills. Copies of trade blotters were provided to KPMG for a selection of T-Bill
trades. KPMG observed that the aggregate of nominal agency trades in T-Bills was consistent with a principal bulk trade executed with Bank of
New York as counterparty.
Trades in put and call options are traded on behalf of clients "Over the Counter" (OTC) direct with market counterparties (who are typically
wholesale clients of Madoff LLC). The details of the put/call options are recorded on the trade blotters which identify individual contracts with
market counterparties. PdF asserted that as these are OTC contracts, there are no customer confirmations for these trades. FdP asserted that
Madoff LLC is required to maintain at least a 15% cash margin in the event that the options are exercised.
Uninvested cash is maintained in either T-Bills or units in the Fidelity Money Markets Fund (Fidelity Spartan). Madoff LLC maintains a pooled
holding within the Fidelity Fund and units are allocated to clients for the balance of uninvested cash. The allocations to underlying client accounts
are processed on the trade blotters, but since this is effectively an internal allocation, there is no external confirmation. The operations department
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perform a reconciliation of clients' holdings in Fidelity units (per the daily stock record) to the total units held by Madoff LLC in the Fidelity
Fund. Any new funds received from clients is placed into a pooled client cash account held at JP Morgan Chase. The balance of this account is
typically nil, since all cash is immediately switched into T-Bills or units in the Fidelity Fund. According to BLM, new cash injections from clients
are a rare occurrence (less than once a month) and cash is rarely received without prior notice. Since cash is immediately switched into T-Bills,
Fidelity units or stock, if a client has sent cash in error, Madoff LLC will unwind any positions in order to return the monies to the client. On an
ongoing basis, T-Bills are liquidated in order to enable settlement of equity trades and vice versa.

4.3

Fraud and operational risks
KPMG reviewed the process by which client funds are remitted to/from Madoff LLC and the management of those funds while under the control
ofMadoffLLC. 25 fraud and operational risks were identified and discussed with HSBC. These are set out in Appendix B. During the course of
the onsite work at Madoff LLC, KPMG identified, through discussion with Madoff LLC staff (primarily BLM and FdP) a number of internal
controls relevant to these risks.
Specific tests were undertaken on 19 of the 25 risks identified in order to selectively test the controls. These were undertaken as follows:
• selecting one or more transactions that were recorded as occurring on each of the eight client accounts in 2005; and
• reviewing documentation provided by Madoff LLC purportedly supporting those transactions.
The table (following page) summaries the 25 fraud and related operational risks. These risks have been classified (as set out in Appendix B) after
taking into account internal controls identified as a result of discussions with HSBC and Madoff LLC staff.
The internal controls were identified by reviewing documents and conducting interviews with MadoffLLC.
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Table 1: Summary of fraud and related operational risks
~o of controls identified

Mandates to trade
Cash received or held

4.4

Risks reviewed

I

1

2 to 6

Trading (Equities/Options/FidelityIT-Bills)

7 to 20 and 22 to 24

Accounting for client assets

21 and 25

Major findings and recommendations
The major findings of the risk review are:
• 25 fraud and related operational risks were identified throughout the process whereby Madoff LLC receive, check and account for client
funds.
• A limited number of selected controls were tested by KPMG during the course of the on site work at Madoff LLC and were found to be in
place. However, they may not prevent fraud or error occurring on client accounts if management or staff at Madoff LLC either override
controls or undertake activities where appropriate controls are not in place.
• There is strong reliance placed on Madoff LLC/BLM reporting suspected fraud, misconduct or significant error relating to a client account to
the appropriate person in HSBC.
• The insurance cover held by Madoff LLC may not provide sufficient cover in the event of one of the above events occurring.
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The major recommendations of the risk review are:
• HSBC should undertake a periodic review at Madoff LLC which should include:
Identifying and assessing risks and controls which may be relevant to the movement and control of client assets.
Review the internal audit and compliance reports, conflicts of interest documentation and any external reviews such as those conducted by
US regulatory agencies.
Undertake on a periodic basis, independent confirmation of faxed client trading activity information as provided by Madoff LLC, as faxes
can be easily replicated or falsified in order to commit fraud.
Request Madoff LLC to provide compliance, Internal Audit and other review reports on a periodic basis
Hold discussions with BLM and other Madoff LLC staff, as appropriate, on fraud and operational risks and controls and discuss any prior
period incidents which may be relevant to the client accounts.
Testing key controls by selecting client trades.
• Ensure the HSBC locations (e.g. Luxembourg, Dublin and Hong Kong (if appropriate)) have in place a risk and compliance based program
and that they actively test transaction information as provided by Madoff LLC.
• Ensure appropriate escalation procedures and fidelity insurance coverage are in place.
In addition to the above, HSBC should consider whether the appropriate Know Your Customer ("KYC"), transaction monitoring, and source of
funds processes and procedures are in place, particularly given the regulatory requirements in the US and UK. This is applicable to both HSBC
operations and Madoff LLC.
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5

Review of Agreements
KPMG were provided with a select number of sub custody and client agreement documents by HSBC and Madoff LLC. KPMG conducted a
high level review of these documents and a number of discrepancies were identified with regards to different accounts or fund names. These
findings and suggested actions are set out below. Further analysis appears in Appendix C. KPMG subsequently provided HSBC the documents
obtained by KPMG while undertaking the onsite review at Madoff LLC.
Sub-custody agreement between Bank of Bermuda (Luxembourg) S.A. and Bernard L. Madoff Investment Securities

The following actions should be considered in respect of the named client funds:
• Primeo Fund
Establish that the fund name within Annex "A" of the above sub-custody agreement (Primeo Fund) and the fund name held by HSSL
(Primeo Select Fund) relate to the same fund; and
Ensure that the account name for the fund as provided by Madoff LLC (Primeo Fund Class B) also corresponds to the fund name held by
HSSL (Primeo Select Fund).
• Lagoon Investments Limited
Ensure that although Annex "A" of the above sub-custody agreement refers to Lagoon Investments Limited (a company of Hermes
Limited) it still applies to the funds held by HSSL (Hermes Neutral, Hermes Universal, Hermes World USD); and
- Ensure that the account name as provided by Madoff LLC (Lagoon Investments & Lagoon Investments D) corresponds to the actual
account name held by HSSL (Lagoon Investments) and that it applies to the funds held by HSSL (Hermes Neutral, Hermes Universal,
Hermes World USD).
• Alpha Prime Fund Limited
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- Establish the name of the fund held by HSSL and ensure it relates to the fund name within Annex "A" of the above sub-custody
agreement (Alpha Prime Fund Limited); and
- Ensure that the account name for the fund as provided by Madoff LLC (Alpha Prime) corresponds to the actual account name held by
HSSL (Alpha Prime Fund Limited) and it applies to the fund held by HSSL (the fund name to be established by HSBC).
•

Herald Fund SPC - Herald USA
Establish that the fund name within Annex "A" of the above sub-custody agreement (Herald Fund SPC-Herald USA) and the fund name
held by HSSL (Herald USA segregated portfolio one) relate to the same fund; and
Ensure that the account name for the fund as provided by Madoff LLC (Herald Fund) corresponds to the actual account name held by
HSSL (Herald Fund SPC - Herald USA) and it applies to the fund held by HSSL (Herald USA segregated portfolio one).

•

Square One Fund Limited
Establish under which name this fund is held at HSSL; and
Establish the account name at Madoff LLC for this fund to ensure it corresponds to the fund name held at HSSL (the fund name is to be
established by HSBC).

•

Thema Coral Fund
- Determine which sub-custody agreement captures this fund;
- Ensure the fund name contained in the sub-custody agreement corresponds to the customer name according to HSSL's records; and
Establish that the account name as provided by Madoff LLC (Thema Wise) corresponds to the account name held by HSSL (Thema Wise
Investments Ltd) and that the appropriate account name relates to the fund held by HSSL (Thema Coral Fund).
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Sub-custody agreement between The Bank of Bermuda Limited and Bernhard L. Madojf Investment Securities Limited, and a
Custody agreement between Thema International Fund pie and Bermuda Trust (Dublin) Limited

Under this sub-custody agreement an account has been set up entitled "The Bank of Bermuda Limited - Hamilton Special Custody Account for
the exclusive benefit of customers of Bermuda Trust (Dublin) Limited (BTDL).
The following actions are recommended:
• Ensure there are appropriate contractual arrangements in place between The Bank of Bermuda Limited and BTDL;
• Establish the account name for this fund as recorded by HSBC / BTDL; and
• Ensure that the account name for the fund as provided by Madoff LLC (Thema Wise) corresponds to the actual account name held by BTDL
(Thema International Fund Plc) and is applicable to the fund held by BTDL.
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Appendix A - Transaction process
The following charts set out our understanding of the eight client accounts and the transaction process at Madoff LLC.

Originals sent to HSBC - copies sent to client

Trading system sums the total equityil~Bills to be movec
from segregated er.em account to Free position to enable
settlement
Sag Confirmation'Release received back from OTC on
OTC terminal at Madoff LLC

0646 Account

Client account

Client

Madoff LLC

Free position

Madoff LLC executes bulk principal trades Witt'
market counterparties - equity trades settled
through OTC T-Bills settled with Bank or New

York
Trades are allocated to cllents as agency trades
(+4c commission per trade) using average price
obtained for each order "fill" based on ar
allocation algori1hm to ensure clients are treatec
fairly

Details of bulk principal trades and allocated
agency 1rades retalne<I on the trading blotter
SIAC downloac (from OTC) confirms existence
of principal bulk trades (which match the total of
agency trades) Dally downloads are reconciled

OTC

to the trade blotter

Bulk principal equity trades automatically
malch at OTC and settle between counterpany
account and Free position 0546 account
Daily DTC partici pani statement printed from

the OTC terminal reconciled to the daily stock
record to ensure Madoff LLC records of total
holding matches OTC record

j
Counterpartles

Market
Counterparty
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A II
Ref1

e
e

d' B

F

Risk or potential issue
& its implication
__ _
Establish mandate witlt
clients
BLM falsifies mandate
with client.

Cash received
(new/existing)
BLM embezzles client
funds.

d . k

t I

dt f !

Nominated internal controls 2

Test

F

There are mandates. Terms are set out in
the Agreements.

NIA

No action required

F

All funds are deposited in the nominated
client account at JP Morgan Chase.

No testing undertaken.

HSBC should consider undertaking the
following:

Risk type
(Fraud/
O ~n1tional)

Restricted access to Madoff LLC's
account at JP Morgan Chase Bank.
Limited to the following Madoff LLC
personnel: Dan Bonvertrie, Bernard
Madoff, Peter Madoff, and Enrica
Cotellessa-Pitz.

e
1
2

BLM falsifies client's
instruction for
investment to cover poor
proprietary position.

F

Clients do not send instructions
Client assets are segregated from
Proprietary assets at the DTC (for

Ref

RI

Reviewed a total Fidelity
holdings of all segregated
clients against statement
from Fidelity as of30

Recommendations for consideration

• Establish a process to monitor monthly
statements

R2

• Reconcile monthly statements to cash
contributions from clients

R3

• Monitor the cash accounts of individual clients

R4

• Request independent confirmation of the
signatories and their individual mandates as
recorded by JP Morgan Chase (bankers for
MadoffLLC)

R5

HSBC should consider instructing all clients to
provide written notification to HSBC if they
directly instruct Madoff LLC to undertake any
investment activity on their behalf.

Legend: • = Fraud risk (red dot); CD = Operational risk (
)
Internal controls as nominated during the course of discussions with Bernard Madoff and Frank DiPascali at Madoff LLC. These have not been independently
verified or tested by KPMG unless as specifically stated in the 'Test' column.
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-

Ref 1

Risk or potential issue
& its implicatio11

Risk type
(Fraud/
0 erationalt

Nominated internal controls:

Test

Equities and Treasury Stocks)

September 2005 for
adequacy of cover.

Holdings in Fidelity fund are allocations
to holdings in Fidelity units already held
by Madoff LLC.

0

e
K / 2 / 30

dl/dy

Client cash received
either not placed in
segregated client money
account or incorrectly
rewarded. (e.g. pooled
with BLM proprietary
money).

Client cash received is
diverted for personal
gain.

0

Segregated clients accounts maintained in
the financial records at Madoff LLC.

All funds deposited or waiting for
investment are placed in short term
treasury stock and any residual goes into
Fidelity fund.

F

Ref

Refer to RI to R4

Reviewed a sample of
reconciliations between
' STFS Participants
Statement' as provided by
the DTC (to MadoffLLC).
This was compared to the
September 2005 stock
record.

Reconcile the cash book on a daily basis
which identifies what is held at the DTC
against Madoff LLC's internal records.
[This would identify if amounts are
segregated into client accounts or held in
the proprietary account].

No discrepancies identified.

Restricted access to Madoff LLC' s
account JP Morgan Chase Bank. Limited
to the following Madoff LLC personnel:
Dan Bonvertrie, Bernard Madoff, Peter
Madoff, and Enrica Cotellessa-Pitz.

Reviewed a sample of
reconciliations between
'STFS Participants
Statement' as provided by
the OTC (to MadoffLLC).
This was compared to the

Recommendations for consideration

Confirm:

R6

• Whether the insurance policies as held by
HSBC and MadoffLLC, would cover such
loss

R7
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Ref1

Risk or potential issue
& its implicatio11

Risk t)·pe
(Fraud/
0 erationalJ

Nominated internal controls:

Test

September 2005 stock
record.

Ref

• Account signatories (as set out in R4)
R8

No discrepancies identified

Reinvested funds from
Fidelity, etc.
inaccurately allocated to
individual client
accounts

0

Holdings in Fidelity are recorded on a
client by client basis on Madoff LLC
daily stock records.
Amounts are not allocated externally,
assets are allocated within the client' s
subledger relative to the investments.

Recommendations for consideration

• Whether the escalation process would require
Madoff LLC / BLM to immediately report an
incident to the appropriately nominated person
at HSBC.

HSBC should consider undertaking the
following:

Not undertaken.

R9

RIO

• Establish a process to monitor monthly
statements
• Reconcile monthly statements to cash
contributions from clients.

Trading: Buy Put
options and write Call
options (premiums
earned)
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---

Ref1

Risk or potential issue

& its implicatio11

I

e

e

Manipulate option price
(recovery) in order to
maximize commission,
also for T-Bills and
Fidelity.

MadoffLLC claim
funds have been used to
settle options exercised
against HSBC

Risk t'.\ pe
(Fraud/
0 1erational)

F

Nominated internal controlsc

Ref

Recommendations for consideration

KPMG reviewed trade
blotters and found that the
counter party trades
matched off against HSBC
client account option trades.

Rll

HSBC should consider reviewing option prices
on a spot basis as part of ongoing monitoring

Rl2

HSBC should consider undertaking a spot
reconciliation of cash when options exercise.

_

Madoff LLC only act as agent for options
trading.
Price is determined by the average price
of bulk lots from external parties.

F

Test

_

Option trades are allocated directly to the
client account and do not enter Madoff
LLC's Proprietary account.

Prices paid by HSBC clients
were found to be consistent
with net value and price
offered by market counter
party.

Restricted access to Madoff LLC' s
account at JP Morgan Chase Bank
Limited to the following Madoff LLC
personnel: Dan Bonvertrie, Bernard
Madoff, Peter Madoff, and Enrica
Cotellessa-Pitz.

Not undertaken.

Funds are held in T-Bills which are held
in a segregated sub account at the DTC.
Notification required to obtain funds held
in T-Bills, needs to be sent to the DTC
(Note: Options are rarely exercised by
Madoff LLC as they assert that their
strategy is to roll forward as part of the
hedge).

e

K / 2 / 32

dl/dy

Madoff LLC exercise
client option (to
purchase stock at
preferred price) but tell
client/HSBC, that the
option was left to expire.

F

Option contracts are between HSBC
clients and market counter party.
Madoff LLC do not take options onto
proprietary books and trade with HSBC
clients.

KPMG reviewed trade
blotters and found that the
counter party trades
matched off against HSBC
client account option trades.

Refer to RI I
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Ref 1

-

Risk or potential issue
& it1· i111plicatio11

Risk type
(Fraud/
0 erational)

-

-

-

Nominated internal controls"

Test

_
_
All the derivates are held in a sub ledger
(40) for a client account

Option held in client name cannot be
transferred to another party.

_
Prices paid by HSBC clients
were found to be consistent
with net value and price
offered by market counter
party.

All equities and T-Bills are held in
segregated client account at the DTC.

Reviewed allocation of bulk
trades to client ledgers

Ref

Recommendations for consideration
_

Month end unwind deals

Madoff LLC staff take
advantage of timing
position to invest client
funds and
misappropriate position
(e.g. invest in premium
bond/note but report as
low value investment).

F

Checked segregated
confirmation and release
confirmations from the
DTC feed for a sample of
equity and T-Bill trades.

HSBC should consider undertaking:
Rl3

R14

• A risk and compliance review of individual
client statements on a monthly basis
• A spot check of investments and cash position
in order to independently reconcile client
accounts.

For a sample of equity
trades reviewed the SIAC
feed for external
confirmation of settlement
Review a sample of
holdings on the September
2005 statement to DTC
Participant Report.
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-

Ref

1

e

Risk or potential issue
& its implicatio11

BLM divert cash
resulting from the sale of
Equity/f-Bills.

Risk type
(Fraud/
0 erational)

F

-

Nominated internal controls:

Test

Segregated clients accounts maintained in
the financial records at Madoff LLC.

No specific test. However,
note the above test of client
funds and transactions.

All funds deposited or waiting for
investment are placed in short term
treasury stock and any residual goes into
Fidelity fund.

Ref

Recommendations for consideration

Refer RI3 and RI4

Reconcile the cash book on a daily basis
which identifies what is held at the DTC
against Madoff LLC's internal records.
[This would identify if amounts are
segregated into client accounts or held in
the proprietary account].
Segregation of duties between accounting
and cash disbursements. (Senior people
could allocate cash to account).
Restricted access to Madoff LLC's
account JP Morgan Chase Bank. Limited
to the following Madoff LLC personnel:
Dan Bonvertrie, Bernard Madoff, Peter
Madoff, and Enrica Cotellessa-Pitz
HSBC should be monitoring the cash
accounts of individual clients.
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Ref1

Risk or potential issue
& its implicatioll

@

BLM report over valued
position/return to client,
but not to HSBC in
order to control
relationship.

Risk type
(Fraud/
0 erational)
0

Nominated internal controls 2

Test

Trading information drives the process
and provided the details for the
statements.

Obtained monthly trading
reports for each client for
sample of months and
verified that these were
consistent with reports sent
to and received by HSBC.

Ability to make manual trades on
individual client accounts is limited to
two people (Bernard Madoff and Frank
De Pascali).

Ref

Recommendations for consideration
__ _
HSBC should consider undertaking the
following:

Rl5
Rl6

• Establish a process to monitor monthly
statement
• Reconcile monthly statements to cash
contributions from clients.

HSBC is provided with the original
statements and confirmations.

e
e

Stocks not held in client
name. (e.g. Equities,
Options or Treasury
Bonds)

F

Execute trades with
favoured external market
counter parties for
commission kickbacks
(and not best return for
client). Equity &
Options.

F

All stocks are held in Madoff LLC name
in segregated client sub account at DTC.
While stocks are not held in client name,
copies are sent to the client

Traders are monitored by Supervisors
who are in turn are monitored by Madoff
LLC senior management (brothers).
Bids go out to market and Madoff LLC
cannot dictate to the external counterparty
who fill the orders

Refer to the above tests on
buying and allocating
trades.

Reviewed sample of equity
trades per the trade blotters
and confirm the consistency
of allocated price across all
segregated client accounts.

HSBC to consider:
Rl7

• Robust reconciliation of monthly statements.

Rl8

• Periodic onsite review at Madoff LLC to
confirm a selection of trades in order to verify
the operational effectiveness of internal
controls.
Refer to Rll, R23 and R26

NASD perform best execution price
reviews as part of their examinations
visits
Trades are allocated on the basis of
average price.

K / 2 / 35

dl/dy
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Ref1

e

Risk or potential issue
& its i111plicatio11

HSBC makes a call on
client funds & Madoff
LLC inflates call value
to client in order to
cover over
misappropriation or poor
position, (e.g. Equity &
Option)
BLM undertake
unauthorised trades on
behalf of clients. (e.g.
Equity, Option, Treasury
bonds & Fidelity Funds

Risk type
Nominated internal controls:
(Fraud/
0 eratio'!!llL
_
Segregated client accounts at the DTC.
F

Test

Ref

Recommendations for consideration

Not tested

RI9

HSBC to consider undertaking a review of the
monthly statements and reconciling cash calls to
movements in cash.

A review is carried out of the daily stock
record to check the cash balance.
Segregation of duties between front and
back office.

F

Sub-custody agreement and 'Customer
Agreement' provide MadoffLLC with the
authority to undertake trading activity.
Madoff LLC utilise an investment
strategy which is reviewed by a number
of Madoff LLC senior management.

Review a sample of trade
information and noted that
equities were consistently
SPI 00 listed stocks

HSBC should consider undertaking the
following:
R20

R21

• Reconcile monthly statements to cash
contributions from clients.

R22

As part of a periodic review at MadoffLLC,
clarify access controls to trading systems.

Monthly statements are sent to HSBC and
the client which identify the allocation of
trades.

®

Unauthorised staff
member at BLM
executes trades on
behalf of clients.

0

Segregation of duties.
Access to front office systems is restricted
(by door) to trading staff, senior
management and a select number of other
delegated staff.

Not tested.

• Establish a process to monitor monthly
statements put in place formerly monitoring of
monthly statements.

Audit trail retained of trading activity.

K / 2 / 36

dl/dy
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-

Ref

1

-

Risk or potential issue
& its implicatio11

Risk type
(Fraud/
0 1erational)

Trade is a sham in order
to divert client cash.

F

Nominated interna l controls 2

Test

The SIAC report demonstrates the
existence of bulk trades between counter
party and Madoff LLC.

• Reviewed a sample of
tests selected from the
customer trading
statement to the trading
blotter

Allocations of agency trades for client
accounts are reconciled back to bulk
trades on the trading blotter.

Ref

Recommendations for consideration

Refer to RI to R4

• Confirmed trades to
SIAC download
• Reviewed Break Sheets
for evidence of
exceptions. (None noted)
• Confinned holdings on
an aggregate basis for a
selection of trades with
DTC participant
Statement.

19

K / 2 / 37

dl/dy

BLM front-run client
trades to own
advantage/does not
fairly allocate price to
client. (Equity, Option,
Treasury bond &
Fidelity Fund)

0

Bulk trades executed with market counter
party and allocated as agency trades to
clients using an allocation algorithm
which pro-rates the allocation and applies
an average price.

Reviewed sample of trade
prices per trade blotters for
agency trades (allocated to
clients) across different
clients for a sample of days
and confinn prices were
consistent

Refer to Rl 1, R23 and R26
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Ref 1

Risk or potential issue
& it\ i111plicatio11

@

Madoff LLC churns
client funds for own
advantage. (Equity,
Option, Treasury bond
& Fidelity Fund)

Risk t:)·pe
(Fraud/
0 erationalJ
0

e

Test

Ref

Recommendations for consideration

Segregation of client assets at the DTC.

Obtained DTC Seg
Confirmation/Release for a
sample of equity trades and
confirmed the existence of
selected trades.

R23

HSBC should consider undertaking comparative
reviews over time of trading actively on client
accounts to monitor for potential churning

R24

HSBC should consider undertaking a periodic
review which includes tracing a sample of client
trades back to the bulk order.

Equity trades on behalf of clients require
Seg Confirmation or Seg Release in order
to settle at the DTC.
Madoff LLC does not earn commissions
on T-Bill trades or Options.

(This risk is possible
given the broad mandate
in the agreements)

Accounting/or client
assets
Madoff LLC falsely
reports buy/sell trades
without actually
executing in order to
earn commissions.
(Equity, Option,
Treasury bond &
Fidelity Fund).

Nominated internal controls 2

F

The SIAC report demonstrates the
existence of bulk trades between counter
party and MadoffLLC.
Allocations of agency trades for client
accounts reconcile back to bulk trades on
the trading blotter

Reviewed client statements
for a sample of months for
any unusual trading
patterns. Noted that no
equity positions were held
for July and August 2005
(all client assets held as TBill or Fidelity units).

Reviewed a sample of
trades selected from the
customer trading statement
to the trading blotter.
Confirmed trades to SIAC
download.
Reviewed Break Sheets for
evidence of exceptions.
(None noted).
Confirmed holdings on an
aggregate basis for a
selection of trades with
DTC participant Statement.

K / 2 / 38

dl/dy
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-

Ref 1

e

Risk or potential issue
& its implicatio11

BLM falsifies
accounting records
which are provided to
HSBC and clients.
(Equity, Option,
Treasury bond &
Fidelity Fund).

Risk type
(Fraud /
0 erational)
F

Nominated internal controls

2

Test

Ref

Recommendations for consideration

__

Segregation of front and back office.
Reconcile of actual trades with the DTC

Reviewed sample of tests
selected from the customer
trading statement to the
trading blotter.

_

HSBC should consider :
• Refer to R24
R25

• Compare above selected trading infonnation
to the client statements.

R26

HSBC should consider reviewing prices against
market rates on a sample of dates on an ongoing
basis.

Confinned trades to SIAC
download.
Reviewed Break Sheets for
evidence of exceptions.
(None noted).
Confinned holdings on an
aggregate basis for a
selection of trades with
DTC participant Statement

K / 2 / 39

dl/dy

Market counterparty
confirms trade with BLM

Collusion with
counterparty to falsify
trading records.
(more likely with TBills) (Equity, Option,
Treasury bond &
Fidelity Fund).

F

SIAC report demonstrates the matching of
trade details between counter party and
Madoff LLC.

Confrrmed a sample of
trades to SIAC download.
(No issues noted).

Restricted to T-Bills where Bank of New
York is the settlement agent and
counterparty (Equities could not settle if
not put through DTC)
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- - -

Ref1

e

e

K / 2 / 40

dl/dy

Risk or potential issue
& its implicatio11

Counterparty and/or
BLM falsify instruction
to DTC. (Equity,
Option).
Copies sent to HSBC
and client
Madoff LLC falsifies
trade confirmations to
clients and HSBC.
(Equity, Option,
Treasury bond &
Fidelity Fund).

Risk t:ype
(Fraud/
0 erational)
F

Nominated internal controls 2

Test

Recommendations for consideration

show

Reviewed the audit trail of a
sample of trades from Trade
Blotter to SIAC down load,
seg I release confirmation

RefertoR24

SIAC report demonstrates the matching of
trade details between counter party and
MadoffLLC.

Reviewed the audit trail of a
sample of trades from Trade
Blotter to SIAC down load,
seg I release confirmation.

Refer to R24 and R25

SIAC
confirmation
mismatch.

would

Audit record of trades

F

Ref

Restricted to T-Bills where Bank of New
York is the settlement agent and
counterparty (Equities could not settle if
not put through DTC).
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A I- ii

---

d. C
-

-

-

-

-

s

Name of customer per SubCustody Agreement
(I)

Sub-custody agreement: Bank
of Bermuda (Luxembourg) S.A.
and Bernard L. Madoff
Investment Securities
Primeo Fund

Lagoon Investments Limited (a
company of Hermes International
Fund Limited)

Alpha Prime Fund Limited

K / 2 / 41

dl/dy

d

I
Name of customer per
customer agreement

t21

Primeo Fund Class B

Signed by Smith
(unrecognisable first
name)

Alpha Prime Fund
Limited

-

Name of customer
per HSBC records
(as provided)
(3)

t f
Account name &
number per HSBC
due diligence report
(4)

1

I
'

Account name &
number per HSBC
records
(5)

Recommended steps by HSBC for
resolution

HSBC Securities
Services (Luxembourg)
SA Spec Cust Acct for
Primeo Fund Class B

•

Ensure fund names per 1 & 3 relate to the
same fund

•

Ensure account name per 4, corresponds to
customer name per 3

HSBC Securities
Services (Luxembourg)
SA Spec Cust Acct
Lagoon Invrnnt (a pool
split across three Hermes
accounts)

•

Ensure that although 1 in the name of
Lagoon, it still applies to customers per 3

•

Establish that account names per 4
correspond to customer names per 3.

•

Establish that the account per 5
corresponds to accounts per 4 (and 3).

•

Establish the name of the fund per 3 and
ensure it corresponds to 1.

•

Establish that account names per 4
correspond to customer name to be
established per 3.

•

Establish that the account per 5
corresponds to accounts per 4

--

Primeo Select Fund

-Hermes Neutral
-Hermes Universal
-Hermes World USD

(Not identified)

Primeo Fund Class B
FN092

Lagoon Investment
F021
Lagoon Investment D
-FR016

Alpha Prime FR097

HSBC Securities
Services (Luxembourg)
SA Spec Cust Acct for
Alpha Prime Fund
Limited
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Name of customer per SubCustody Agreement
(I)

Herald Fund SPC-Herald USA

Square One Fund Limited

Unable to confirm exact detail at
the time ofthe review

K / 2 / 42

dl/dy

Name of customer per
customer agreement
(2)

Herald Fund SPC Herald USA segregated
portfolio one

Square One Fund
Limited (Changed name
from Isis Worldwide
Limited

Unable to confirm exact
detail at the time of the
review

Name of customer
per HSBC records
(as provided)
(3)

Herald USA
segregated portfolio
one

Unable to confirm
exact detail at the
time of the review

Thema Coral Fund

Account name &
number per HSBC
due diligence report
(4)

Herald Fund- FRI 09

Unable to confirm
exact detail at the
time ofthe review

Thema Wise FR093

Account name &
number per HSBC
records
(5)

Recommended steps by HSBC for
resolution

HSBC Securities
Services (Luxembourg)
SA Spec CUST Acct for
Herald Fund SPC Herald USA

•

Ensure fund names per 1 & 3 relate to the
same fund

•

Establish that account names per 4
correspond to customer name per 3.

•

Establish that the account per 5
corresponds to accounts per 4

•

Establish where this fund is held in HSBC
(Dublin/Luxembourg)

•

Establish which account in Madoff LLC
(which should be listed at 4) corresponds
to customer name established above

•

Establish the account name per HSBC
records (which should be listed per 5)

•

Establish that the account name per 5
corresponds to account per name 4

•

Establish which sub-custody agreement
should capture the fund

Unable to confirm exact
detail at the time ofthe
review

HSBC Securities
Services (Luxembourg)
SA Spec Cust Ace for
Thema Wise Investments
Ltd

• · Ensure the fund name per the sub-custody
agreement corresponds to 3

•

Establish that the account names per 4
correspond to customer name per 3

•

Establish that the account name per 5
corresponds to account name per 4
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Name or customer per SubCustody Agreement
(I)

(a) Sub-custody agreement: The
Bank of Bermuda Limited and
Bernard L. Mad off Investment
Securities, and
(b )Sub-custody agreement
between Thema International
Fund pie and Bermuda Trust
(Dublin ) Ltd
Account Set up entitled ("The
Bank of Bermuda Limited Hamilton Special Custody
Account for the exclusive benefit
of customers of Bermuda Trust
(Dublin) Limited"

Name of customer per
customer agreement

(3)

(2)

Thema US Hedged
Equity Fund

I
I

Account name &
number per HSBC
due diligence report

(4)

Recommended steps by HSBC for
resolution

Account name &
number per HSBC
records
(5)

-

- -

Thema Internal Fund
Pie

Thema Wise FR093

Account - FN095-30-40
Account - FR093-30-40

Thema Wise
Investments Limited

K / 2 / 43

dl/dy

Name of customer
per HSBC records
(as provided)

Thema Internal Fund

Thema Wise - FR093

-

•

Establish that account name per 4 relates
to customer name per 3

•

Establish the account name per HSBC
records (which should be listed per 5)

•

Establish that the account name per 5
corresponds to account name per 4

As above

Pie
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Appendix D - Contractual arrangements
The following charts set out our understanding of the contractual arrangements between the various parties. A legend appears at the end of this
appendix (page 48).

--

"

Thema
International Fund
pie

Square One Fund

1

I

..,

"
Herlnes
International Fund

PrimeoFunc

Herald Fund SPC

Alpha

Pm:ws Fund
Ltd

I

y

Thema Fund Ltd

I

"
Lagoon
Investments
Limited

V
K / 2 / 44

dl/dy
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Thema
International Fund
pie

Madoff

I

Thema Wise - Account FR093 per due

[ : ]- - -

K / 2 / 45

dWy

- - - - - - - - - - - - - --- '

diH
ge,: report

Trades executed

Trades exercised
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Hermes
International Fund
I

I

t

EJ
Neutral

i

I

"- -Hermes World

Hermes Universal

uSD

I

-------1--------- -'

-8 -

Madoff account - HSBC Securities Services (Luxembourg) S.A. Spec Gust Acc1
Laggon lnvmn1 (a pool split across 3 Hermes accounts)
Account no F021 per due diligence report

Funds

K / 2 / 46

dl/dy

Trades executed

-

Trad es exercised
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Primeo Fund

.,
Primeo Select
Fund

Madoff

Madoff accou nt- HSBC Securities
Services (Luxembourg) S.A. Spec Cust
Acct for Primeo Fu nd Class B
Account no FN092 per due diligence
report

.,
I

Trades executed

K / 2 / 47

dl/dy

1--~

-.i

Trades exercised
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Herald Fund SPC

Herald USA
Segregated
Portfolio One

Madoff

T
Madoff account - HSBC Securities
Services (Luxembourg) S.A. Spec
Cust Acct for Herald Fund SPCHerald USA

Funds

K / 2 / 48

dl/dy

e----., Trades executed

,___ _

Trades exercised
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Alpha Prime Fund
limited

•
UNKNOWt\

I
Madoff

~ - --

Funds

K / 2 / 49

dl/dy

Madoff account - HSBC Securities
Services (Luxembourg) SA Spec
Cust Acct for Alpha Prime Fund Ltd

> - - ---- Trades executed

_

_

".,. Trades exercised
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Thema Fund Ltd

I

"
Thema Coral Fund

I

8
,.

.--------------

Madoff account- HSBC Securities
Services (Luxembourg) S.A. Spec Cust
Acct for Thema Wise Investments Ltd
Account no FR093 per due diligence
report

i
.-

Funds

Trades executed

A

I

,.
I

I

.

Trades exercised

t

8
K / 2 / 50

dl/dy
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Legend
Custody agreement between
A 1 1---------1 Thema International Fund and
Bermuda Trust (Dublin) Limited,

Sub custody agreement
A2 1-------+between Bank of Bermuda
Ltd and Madoff LLC.

Referred to in Appendix 20a,
AS 1---------IAnnex A (sub-custodial
service to be provided for
these as part of Annex A)

+----<I

Process at Madoff LLC

I

Customer agreements with
A4 f------,Madoff LLC , K1S & K19

Lagoon Investment Ltd is a

A5 1------lcompany of Hermes
International Fund Limted

Customer agreement with
Madoff LLC K13 (Lagoon)
signed in name of X Smith

0

'- -[Assettype

NB - K references relate to file of
documents already provided to HSBC on 17
November 2005

I

Sub custody agreement
between Bank of Bermuda
(Lux) and Madoff LLC

Customer agreement with
Madoff LLC in the name of
Primeo Fund Class B. K12
Customer agreement with
Madoff LLC in the name of
Herald Fund SPC, K15
Customer agreement with
Madoff LLC in the name of
Alpha Prime Fund Ltd , K14

K / 2 / 51

dl/dy
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Appendix E - Process flows
The following pages set out the following:
• Transaction process flows
• Coloured dots indicating where a fraud or related operational risk may lie. A red dot indicates a potential fraud risk and a yellow dot, a related
operational risk.

K / 2 / 52

dl/dy
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Overview I

•

- - - - - f,

••

I invest funds -

I
I
I
L• ____ ..,

Refer
to further flowchart
(equity/option/Tbills/
fidelity)
I

Left to expire or

, - - - ----1~ rolled over to cover
position

Unwind deals in line
w hen favourable
market conditions

Month end position/
trading statements 1- - - produced

0
Excess funds converted to T Bills

I
1'

'

Cash received
(new/existing) into
JP Morgan client
cash account

Unwind holdings in
T Bills and Fidelity
units to release
funds for investment

•

..,

------,

Establish Mandate
with Clients

Copy to HSBC

Equity long position
(earning 4 cents per f--- - - -- - - - - - - - -- share)

Buy Put options &
write Call options
(premiums earned)
·- Cash for settlement of trade,s-- -- - -- - - - - - - - ----<

6

Unwinding T Bills occurs immediately prior to equity transactions,- -

_ _ _ _ __....,

T bills position

Transfer remaining
cash to Fidelity
Liquidity fund

Allocated units in Fidelity cash
fund held by Madoff LLC

K / 2 / 53

dl/dy
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EQUITY

•

Trade confirmation
produced for each
Originals sent to
agency trade with
i---------. HSBC and copies to Madoff LLC as
client
counterparty

B
@

MadoffLLC
establishes
investment strategy

•

®

Madoff LLC initiates
trade

••
••
•

K / 2 / 54

dl/dy

~,,,------....

~
Instructions sent to
OTC to move client
assets in/out of
.
segregated client
account to/from free
position

I-----.

"Seg Release" or
"Seg confirmation'
printed from Madoff
LLC's OTC terminal

~

.

r

Segregated client
account positions on
STFS Participant
Statement printed

Agency trades
executed on behalf
of clients allocated
from Bulk Principal
Trades with external
counterparty

Market counterparty
confirms principal
bulk trade w ith
Madoff LLC

Madoff LLC
produces trade
summary and
position statement

,l.
Instructions sent to
OTC to settle
principal bulk trade
w ith external
counterparty

••

i
y

'

~

N

Trade settled

Reconciliation of
Madoff LLC stock
record with STFS
Participant
Statememt

•

--,,

Madoff LLC updates
accounting records

NB - FR and OR at OTC outside of
scope of review
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I OPTIONS I

••

•· ®

·®

· ®
BLM establishes
investment strategy

Contact market
counterparty
(another BLM

BLM initiates trade

company) ano
executes trade

INB -

l

I

Instructions sent tc
OTC counterparty

Market Counterparty
Market co unterparty
makes trade wtth i . - - confirms trade with
OTC counterparty
BLM

••
•••

Trade confinnation

~

•
K / 2 / 55

dl/dy

FR and ~R: at counterpa:1y outside

Iof scope to review

i

Trade settled

I

•

BLM updates
accounting records

J
Reconciliation of
stock and cash

positions

l
BLM produces trade
summary and
position statement

Co~-tt.c

W,:BC ;ind Client
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TREASURY
BILLS

•

Trade confirmation
Madoff LLC
produced for each
produces trade
agency trade with
Origina!s s~m to
summary and
Madoff LLC as
f------. HSBC and oopiisa l.t:: l.,~1-------------i position statement
counterparty
client ·
~~

®
®

· ®
Madoff LLC
Madoff LLC unwinds
determines market
~ investment strategy >----~
>-----;~ and executes T Bill
conditions
favourable to unwind
trades
stock/collar position

••
•

~
Instructions sent to
'Seg Release" or
DTC to move client
'Seg confirmation'
assets in/out of f------. printed from Madoff 1------,
segregated client
LLC's DTC terminal
account to/from free
position
1 - - - - - -r~

~
Segregated client
account positions on
STFS Participant
Statement printed

Agencyon
trades
executed
behalf
of clients allocated
from Bulk Principal
Trades with Bank of
New York

~

.
Bank of New York
acts as settlement
agent for all T Bill
trades

Bank of New York
confirms principal
bulk trade with
Madoff LLC
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Trade settled. Bank

1----------.

of New York
transmits details of
net stock movement
to DTC

NB _ FR and OR at DTC outside of
scope of review
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Reconciliation of
Madoff LLC stock
record with STFS
Participant
Statememt

•

Madoff LLC updates
accounting records
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Fidelity

Madoff LLC
determines market
conditions
favourable to unwind
stock/collar position

20
k
C

Madoff LLC unwinds
investment strategy
and executes T Bill
trades

e

Uninvested cash not
>--held in T Bills

i---.

See Treasury trades
process

Pool of FO,nty Foad

units held by Madoff
LLC as principal

~

Internal allocation
between Madoff
LLC's Fidelity units
and client accounts

•

Fidelity Statement of
total units

~

MB{l~ LlC upd~M

cilent a=umlng
re,:Xltm

,.

-

,~

.

-

Reconciliation total
Fidelity Units held as
principal and by
client to Fidelity
statement

Madoff LLC
produces position
statement

~

Copies sent to
HSBC and Client

~
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Appendix F - Sources of information
Documents

Sub-Custody Agreement between" The Bank of Bermuda Limited and Bernand L Madoff Investment Securities LLC
Sub-Custody Agreement between "The Bank of Bermuda (Lux) SA and Bernand L Madoff Investment Securities LLC
Pledge Agreement between Thema Wise Investments and HSBC Security Services (Lux) SA
A select number of Customer trade confirmations issued by Bernard L Madoff Investment Securities LLC
A select number of Trading Statements issued by Bernard L Madofflnvestment Securities LLC

HSBC and Madoffpersonnel

Christine Coe, Chief Credit Officer, HSBC
Brian Pettitt, Network Manager, HSBC
Saverio Fiorino, HSSL Luxembourg
Anne Meehan, HSBC Dublin
Bernard Madoff, Chairman, Bernard L Madoff Investment Securities LLC
Frank Di Pascali, Head of Institutional Operations, Bernard L Madofflnvestment Securities LLC
Shana Madoff, Compliance Counsel, Bernard L Madofflnvestment Securities LLC
HSBC and Madoff LLC employees mentioned in the report but not spoken to:
Dan Bonvertrie, Head of Dealer Operations, MadoffLLC
Enrica Cotellessa-Pitaz, Financial Controller, MadoffLLC
David Hugel, Trading Floor Compliance Analyst, Madoff LLC
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Appendix G - HSBC clients
The following table sets out Bank of Bermuda (HSBC) clients
Client name

Referred to in this report as

Thema International Fund Plc

Thema

Thema Fund Limited - Thema Coral Fund (Thema Wise Limited)

Thema Wise

Hermes International Funds - Hermes Neutral Fund (Lagoon Investments)

Hermes Neutral

Hermes International Funds - Hermes Universal Fund (Lagoon Investments)

Hermes Universal

Hermes International Funds - Hermes World USD Fund (Lagoon Investments)

Hermes World

Primeo Fund - Primeo Select Fund

Primeo

Herald Fund SPC - Herald USA Segregated Portfolio One Fund

Herald

Alpha Prime Fund Limited

Alpha

Square One Fund Limited

Square One

I
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